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For almost two decades, I live in a house with one human and one dog. At
some point I did live with one human and two dogs. But only for a little
while. For most of this period, I live in a house with one human and one
dog. I move to a new city. There, I live in a house with one human — a
different one —, one dog — the same one —, and six stuffed animals. One
of them is a good conversationalist. He urges me to count the stuffed
animal who’s been with me for two decades as part of the household. So to
summarize, I live with one human, one dog, and six stuffed animals.

A whisper behind a hand: Of course the stuffed animal is really the
projected self.

The stuffed animal is real. Not figuratively real, heightened, or
amplified through a device. Not a device. Not a function of artifice or
magic or psychoanalytic theory or somatic ritual or relativism. Not a
function of a diagnosed psychological condition or disclosed trauma. The
human I live with points out that on the subject of trauma, we are each
thrown into one of two polar axes: mythic allegory or pathology.

He’s neither nor. The stuffed animal is a persona. Not the persona of his
human companion: his own. He has rituals and certain clothing by which he
becomes himself. He is always himself but not always ready to be watched.
When he is ready, he encompasses all. Through performance, the stuffed
animal is cosmos.

The whispering continues: This is fun. But at the end of the day…  Okay,
the stuffed animal can be a device just for the sake of this
conversation. Let’s say the stuffed animal is figuratively real. But the
figurative is not dress up.

The human is not real. It is an inherited desire to harmonize, achieve,
and gain safety from wrath, neglect, punishment, detention, various
experiences of death, withdrawal, scandal, slander. One morning after
weeping on the bus about white supremacist poetry, I read

[an extermination order for the Herero, a native people of what is now
Namibia, using a tactic that resurfaced decades later: concentration camps
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All I do feeling this history again in my body is cycle through another
scene: uniform glasses, looping anger, subjection, repression. I remember
fascism perfected in colonial administration and exported home.
Rehearsing confrontation.

Have you ever written a formal history out of fragments of infinite
fragments?

And their infinite real and infinite figurative meanings?

Have you ever found your ancestor’s name in a museum of natural history?

Have you ever found your death warrant in state record?

Have you seen the future in an archive?

Does the apocalypse leave an archive for the damned?

What of History is real if it is nightmare?

*

I am a human, I guess, who is an afterlife of catastrophe generating
performative, interfacing text

 

[a medium a place a species an agent of frustration a setting an event a tree
a compact portable property intimate personal a love letter flesh hair
container physical limit discrete pieces bound together a geography a
compromise a circulation

Let’s touch the material  — print documentation, access, organizing,
ordering, archiving, reading, writing, institutionalizing, publishing,
teaching, reviewing, researching — to feel it fixing in time what’s
ephemeral

Material text and living transmission pickle and are pickled. Fixing in
time what is ephemeral is very much an impulse to archive and to go into
the archive. “Archive fever” is maybe elementally a desire to say more
than has been possible to and do more than has been possible with a
lover, kith, kin, place, or idea that has come and gone.

In the archon’s house, I’ve been a white-gloved guest with photocopying
and scanning privileges. There are limits to written language in
representing the quotidian and ephemeral. But I’ve been taken into a
confidence. I’ve made occult discoveries that iterations of imperial
authority are languaged with vulnerable desire.

Resonance, obligation, and mutuality glue and engine empire. Hopelessly,
the archon’s management of desire, grief, anger, and apathy tries to
liberate modernization and efficient production. Containing traumatic
paralysis or disavowal requires call-and-response. There are performative



capacities of text trembling relative to dynamics of spectator-performer-
space-time-sound-gesture.

Anecdotal reportage of facial expression, body language, and gesture
grows unruly attachments and affections.  Affective relation enacted in
the act of exchange between writer and addressee — Conjoining disparate
narrative threads — Inquiring after what is required to be legal and
legible — Nakedly attempting intimacy, truth-claims, generative
relations, and efficient economies of scale — Crafting arguments on non-
linear sets of precedent formed by accumulated letters likely to be
misfiled   (“… but you said, I swear,…”) —  A question from another world
— how do I explain what it means? — The pull to recreate, to revisit, to
marry something past (witnessing) with emergent time.

*

Persona, device, stuffed animal, human, text, dog, household — vexations
we can agree to call poetry. But real in a way that is not literature.

I worry poetry is inextricably threaded with artifice, with tricks and
sleights-of-hand. I worry it’s read that way and worry even more it’s
composed that way. I worry there is a Reader ready to play in figurative
waters as long as the shore is dry, rhetoric is a game, and the real is
untouched. I worry my reliance on parataxis, for example, works on the
assumption that in reality disparate things don’t touch or associate on
their own.

Let’s try again. The stuffed animal is not a device. The stuffed animal
is a form of the real inviting you to sidestep the rule of mutually
agreed-upon, lowest common-denominator, baseline sense of the real. The
figurative is not dress up. An experiment is not an infinity. There is no
smorgasbord of literary devices to choose from. The generative text wears
whatever it needs to perform, be read, and become itself.

Dance and performance theory offer four useful propositions:

[our gaze is as much a physical experience as a visual one

our bodies engage concepts, sensations, and knowledge in the process of
seeing movement and this kinaesthetic consciousness

[influences and contradicts the way thought happens

[prosaic gesture becomes an extended movement which sets out a new trajectory
in which we organize our memory and association

and performers are

[mobile body-archives

In one sense, a performance brings up and reconstitutes the past: a
movement vocabulary made fluent through rehearsal and study of
choreography scores and video technology.



I’m interested in these propositions as poetic attentions. What lyric
arises in losing the bordered self centered in the logocentric sense of
the body as having no language? What are the sensory and conceptual
vocabularies emerging from the poet/writing body in the process of
“seeing” movement?

How does the poet/writing body perform movement vocabulary and how can
such movement vocabulary transmute into poems? Or are poems just trace
inscriptions?

*

I am a human, I think, a queer child and a middle-aged dyke, a queer
ancestor and a queer descendent.

If you get to know me, you and I might experience history sideways.

[There it is said the desire to lie with other women is a drive from the
mother’s blood.

Inheritance is embarrassing.

I wonder how poets find a line that suits them. Unlike Notley, I resort
to prose as

a way out of my dilemma. TC tells me he isolates a phrase of a sentence
he’s drawn to and the line brings about another line finishing the
sentence in his head in a completely new way. He reminds me of the six
“s’s” for line breaking. TC’s “s” stands for Surprise.

I am recently told my writerly voice plays interestingly with the
personless language of the state I dredge up and arrange. How to frame
the language of the state with mortal, ecological vulnerability — a
sustained crisis beyond writerliness? The settler colonial and carceral
state is a piece of  flesh in a gore flick.

We will vomit the guilt, self-denial and race-hatred you have force-fed into
us right back into your mouth.

Real exchange in real time. Not memory.

Private and porous, vulnerability activates the text — all the dead
things, all the hidden things —, turns gut instinct up to deafening
decibel levels in an atlas of anger — with breath and musicality that’s
almost mechanical and definitely parasympathetic

[sharp breath of wildflowers

[made my earlobes burn

I complete the depressive cycle of actively aspirational queerness

trace the lettering on your band t-shirt



as my dress stops translating

and arrive at a sideways past in which I am an animal persona that is and
has been and has never been a radical lesbian separatist.

[we were healthy, young female animals mercifully more alive than most

There’s an uncanny even ghostly quality of dyke/ non-binary affective
engagement. An important frame is the broken duration of temporality— how
do our kinaesthetic engagements reach across time — a life-span, whether
into post-menopause or the afterlife of youth suicide/ illness; and
generations that aren’t genetic — to dyke-y text, ephemera, and identity
markers of gender and sexuality spectrums? A thing I love about dyke
culture, literature, performance, and organizing is the thick context of
personal histories in which marks and traces are embedded. Gossip, in a
way. I’m interested in the prosaic movements of dykes creating relatively
ephemeral spaces within the wide but hidden-in-plain-sight rhizome of
radical feminism.
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Lesbian separatism is something no one can fix or institutionalize for
long, or even quite remember as real. TERFs and the worst of white
womanhood push me out of the dream. Cassie gently replies, They’re not
becoming extinct by losing people to death and trans — their  dream of
who they think they are is dying.

Residue and desperation infect me.

Dear dyke archon, I seduce you into forgetting forgetting forgetting.
Willful forgetting (by violence) will allow for willful remembering.
(Scarring) other ephemera.

[encourages readers into a position of wilful erasure of Lacanian
psychoanalysis from queer memory

// Or just letting go letting it fade stop bruising by sidestepping the
punctum / Beginnings and endings and beginning again. And again. Bodies/
architecture/ floor pattern/ time/ duration/ space. Artifact is something
that is apart from nature. Arte-fact. By skill — the thing made. Arte-
norm. Arteriole. Artery. Movement.



*

//////// The dyke line break is your saying I’m always going to be in
your life but in my mind I’ve broken up with you. In my mind, I see you
differently now. In my mind, I’ve put you away. The dyke line break is
saying, I’m going to come back into your life, either next weekend when
you can’t help running into me or years from now when you need me.

/so naive we both are                      free to generate performative
texts       in antagonism with desire                           
attachment needs indifference                                    it’s
immediate and suspicious                      a moment of slight
aversion                       against which attraction is felt in stark
relief                                     a
tension                               a risk                       a
clear singularity                           neither the ex nor the
expected                                 not so transparently making the
same mistakes            intrigue                                  vexing
arousal                  influences or crushes                    what’s
the difference

/what you can’t be is what you are         we haven’t really discussed
why you’re a poet when you hate language so much            lapse into
shorthand         enunciating a word here and
there                        slack mouth       get surprised     every
time I ask for clarification              so sure                   I’m
compelled by your silent tending     I’ll hang around long enough to get
you in my subconscious                    where you believe we’re already
conversing fluently                      the book is a vulgar
embarrassment     your idea of an homage                                 
how am I supposed to handle                                     your
obsessiveness and absorption                         don’t blame me

*

a name from
long ago
called out
silently

[Eudora
Eudora what was
it you used to
say to me

the moment she wakes up to sounds of her lover fucking her old friend in
the living room

 

[waste nothing
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